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Report summary and possible actions

The High Council for Literary and Artistic Property is an independent advisory board, in charge of
advising the Minister of Culture and Communication on matters concerning literary and artistic
property. It is also an observatory, making sure that author’s rights and related rights are exercised
and enforced. For this dual purpose, the Council can get involved in any matter relating to literary
and artistic property and to its technological, economic and legal context. In december 2011, the
CSPLA appointed a specialized commission to study the Internet search for copyrighted works. The
commission reported to the Minister of Culture and Communication on 9 July 2013, as summarized
below.

The specialized commission of the CSPLA has identified in its report three main avenues for future
action : the first one concerns the choices for rightholders on the search for their content (I-), and
the second the ways to involve search providers in the fight against counterfeiting (II-). The last one
relates to the opportunities offered by the search providers to get the best out of lawful content on
networks (III-).

I- What are the choices for rightholders on the search for their content ?

Freedom of search. Firstly, it should be noted that this report does not question freedom of search
that may result from several fundamental freedoms such as freedom of expression, the right of the
public to information or freedom of enterprise.  However, this freedom must be reconciled with
rights equally important in the hierarchy of norms, such as literary and artistic property rights,
treated as property rights, whose protection is enshrined in the French Constitution. Accordingly, in
line with the conclusions of the Forum of the rights on the Internet in its Recommendation, the
commission has recognized a freedom of search within the rightholders’ rights.  De lege lata, it is
obvious  that  only  if  the  search  operation  relates  to  copyrighted  material  (an  original  work,  a
performance,  or  a  database  protected  by  the  sui  generis right),  may  the  enforcement  of  the
corresponding  protection  be  considered.  However,  some  stakeholders  argued  that  the  scope  of
protection might seem insufficient because it does not cover objects and / or operations, and that an
ad  hoc right  should  thus  be  granted.  The  commission  raised  questions  regarding  both  the
opportunity and the implementation modalities of the initiative to create a new related right for
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press publishers, finally abandoned in France (but not in Germany) in favour of an agreement with a
search engine on 1st February 2013. It seems that a majority of the commissions’s members wants
to promote the existing ways rather than create new rights without having first discussed the reasons
for an extension of the scope of intellectual property.

The ability to influence based on exclusive rights. The right to authorize or prohibit. The work
of the commission revelead that some acts parts of the search process might be regarded as acts of
reproduction or performance. However, the case-law and the legal doctrine remain divided as to
these classifications,  proving how complicated it  is  to use the existing categories.  Furthermore,
assuming that the rights may cover some of the search acts, it remains to be decided how should be
enforced  the  exceptions  in  which  the  search  provider  is  not  subject  to  the  prior  authorization
obligation. Again, the case-law is not clear about whether the exception on transient copying applies
to crawl operations or to caching, used to optimize the speed of engine services. Although some
rightholders intend to control uses of extracts or previewing under their exclusive rights, the courts
are by now reluctant to admit it and even go beyond qualifications of exceptions, if necessary, in
order to exempt providers of authorization.  However,  some decisions are more favorable to the
rightholders, and recognise that the exclusive rights may apply in some cases.

A key issue has been referred for a preliminary ruling to the European Court of Justice : whether the
supply of a clickable link to a copyrighted work is an act of communication to the public of this
content, although this act is made on the target site. Opinions differ considerably  on this issue :
some adopt a technical approach to legally classify communication to the public, while others focus
on  the  existence  of  an  exploitation  linked  with  a  communication  to  the  public  of  the  work,
independently of the first communication. The evolving criteria of the  communication to the public
in European case-law, such as the lucrative nature or the existence of a new public, do not clarify
the situation on this point.  Thus,  it  shall  be necessary to refer to the future Svensson decision,
because the judges will rule on both the possibility of a de lege lata qualification and the latitude
allowed the Member States to extend the definition of the right of communication to the public, in
order to cover such acts if they do not fall within the current scope.

Assuming that the Court considers that a link or a frame falls within the scope of the right of
communication to the public, or that the cache copies are under the right of reproduction, it remains
to examine how economically meaningful is  such a solution. Indeed, when a national court, as in
the case « Copiepresse », stated that the exclusive rights apply, rightholders were not necessarily
satisfied after they had to face immediate retaliation. In addition to the practical difficulties that
search providers pay a prior authorization for each link (what of a link that points to another link?),
the inforcement of the exclusive right is likely to result in a dead-end situation, in the absence of a
search obligation. Such was the Pyrrhic victory of Belgian press publishers after the Court of appeal
of Brussels found that the Google News Service violated their rights, resulting almost immediately
in a removal of the newspapers from the Google services index. However, some members of the
commission contend that this is not a significant obstacle and that the economic opportunity for the
enforcement of rights must be assessed in the light of the damage caused by piracy. They feel that
the  exclusive  right  can  be enforced in  different  forms,  both  in  terms  of  management  and /  or
contractual arrangements taking account of of the different existing situations.

The ability to influence based on competition law. Under the presence of a dominant player on
the  searching  market,  this  retaliation  amounts  effectively  to  a  shrinking  of  the  visibility  of
newspapers. Publishers have no choice but to toe the line, hoping that the ruling would only be
useful in negotiating less inauspicious search conditions. Finding a solution in this kind of problem
does not  lie  in  intellectual  property rights,  but  rather  in  competition  law.   Denial  of  access  or
predation may be challenged mainly in the light of the dominant position of a single player.  Italian
press  publishers  managed to  limit  the  indexing of  their  contents  on the general  search  engine,
excluding the news-specialized engine, through competition law, and managed to lift the veil from
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advertising  revenue allocation.  On this  point,  the work of  the commission did  not  identify the
strategies of different stakeholders, particularly with regard to the procedure under way before the
European Commission on the practices of Google.

Legal solution. The idea of  an implied license is regularly suggested in the courts, with varying
degrees of success. It holds that the volontary distribution by the rightholder on networks, without
technical nor contractual restrictions on access, is tantamount to an implied license for a search
engine to copy and index. This approach - which is reminiscent in some respects of the exhaustion
of rights or legal responses made for unavailable or orphan works - is not written in law, but has
been  indirectly  implemented  by judges,  who  relied  on  the  limited  liability  granted  to  caching
providers. The solution, however, is unsatisfactory with regards to the actual legislation insofar as it
confuses the making of an act that may fall  within the exclusive right and the limited liability
regime for technical intermediaries. If a content is referenced not at the request of websites, but
proactively by a search provider, the latter can not benefit from the status of technical providers,
because it does not meet the requirements of article 6(2) of the LCEN. In this case, the search
provider can not hide behind this status to cover acts of reproduction or performance under the law
of literary and artistic  property.  If  the idea of  an implied license were welcomed,  a  legislative
intervention would be required to clarify the exercise (silence of the rightholder, giving the go-
ahead...)  and  field  (Which  acts  ?  Crawl  ?  Using  snippets  ?  functional  analysis  of  works  ?).
Assuming that such legal provision is adopted, the exclusive rights would still cover the acts not
affected by the implied license.

Failure to opt out. In the absence of such a solution, the choice to be referenced must at this time
be considered in the economic context of power imbalance. The « opt-out » option provided by the
search engines which allows website publishers to reject crawling by placing a file robot.txt, is not
enough. First, this is not specific to intellectual property issues since it holds true for all websites,
whether or not the content may be protected. Moreover, this solution is decided by the webmaster,
who does not necessarily make factual nor legal connections with rightholders. Infringing content
remains referenced as long as the webmaster does not use this kind of tag. There is no reason for
him  to  do  so,  which  may  lead  to  over-visibility  of  infringement.  Secondly,  the  choice  to  be
referenced can not be « refined » in an opt out system, where an « all or nothing » policy applies
without  the ability to chisel  the supply of  content  on the Internet.  In  addition,  this  a  technical
standard  which,  while  it  is  widely accepted,  is  entirely  dependent  on  the  will  of  search  tools
providers. Without legal validity, opt-out does not bind those who do not know it. Finally, the opt-
out  requires  the  rightholders  to  tame  delicate  technical  solutions,  which  involves  de  facto
discrimination between those who can handle them and others. Although more specific search tools
are created to move towards selective search, their use is not easy. Some rare case-law decisions
have recognized  this practice but disregard such objections and call to examine other solutions.

The « opt-out » solution also raises the question of the neutrality of the search engine. Indeed,
although this latter is regularly used to justify the denial of any ability to influence search for target
sites, particularly in light of freedom of expression, it is against the logic of « courtesy » resulting
from the « opt-out ». If freedom prevails, particularly with regard to the best interests of conveying
information to users, we do not understand why the engines agree to abide by technical barriers that
prevent them from ensuring better visibility. In addition, the neutrality argument does not fit well
with the voluntary removal policies implemented by some providers without any legal obligation or
under extraterritorial application of U.S. DMCA. Therefore, the definition of search policies lies
currently more in the choice by providers than on a balance of interests based on the conciliation of
fundamental freedoms.

In view of the foregoing, it should be thought outside the binary « all or nothing » policy reflecting
market concerns, in order to determine for rightholders an ability to define the visibility of their
content.  In  this  context,  whenever  search  involves  use  of  a  work  or  another  subject-matter,
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consideration must be given to how the choice of the rightholder about the search for his content is
enforced. Some search operations may fall within existing exceptions, and their application should
be clarified. Others are covered by the exclusive right. If the way of an individual authorization
seems unrealistic, especially when it  comes to providers with mass processing, it  is possible to
consider mechanisms of collective agreements (see below). Of lege ferenda, we can also focus for
some acts of search on exceptions or legal implied licenses to ensure greater legal certainty and
equal treatment respectively between types of creations, rightholders and search providers.

II- How to involve search providers in the fight against counterfeiting

An other path explored by this report is to consider how to involve search providers in the fight
against counterfeiting on the Internet. Several tools are likely to be used. The aim here is not to
remove completely the search for illegal offers but to maintain it at sustainable level for the cultural
industries. Providers can help to marginalize the presence of illegal contents on networks (1°). They
can also contribute to end prohibited practices (2°) or have voluntary removal programs (3°).

1°) Contributing to the marginalization of illegal content

No liability release for search providers. The discussions in the commission showed that there is
in law no special liability regime for search providers, unlike for other providers of information
society  services.  However,  it  may  be  assumed  from  observing  practices  both  of  courts  and
stakeholders  that  some  operations  of  these  providers  are  understood  as  activities  under  such
regimes.  Some courts  have indeed legally qualified services of search engines as services  of  a
caching provider,  and applied to some reproductions a  special  liability regime. Moreover,  most
search engines have implemented a notice-and-takedown policy, which is very close to the policy
set by hosting providers, even though there is no consensus about this qualification.

This special liability regime cobbled together from other regimes appears unsatisfactory. Indeed, the
systems provided by the Law for  Confidence in  the Digital  Economy (LCEN)  differ  from the
provisions  under  statutory law and can not  be  extended but  by law,  by analogy with different
activities from those covered by law. If a special regime for all or part of search providers should be
created, it should be subject to  ad hoc legislation. In addition, a limited liability regime can only
apply when the provider acts as an intermediary within the meaning of LCEN and not as the main
player of a content transmission. Therefore, a special liability would not serve appropriately the
demands of rigthsholders when the main operation falls in the scope of their rights and is made
independently and proactively by the search provider for its own account.

Notice  and  takedown.  In  this  regard,  the  work  of  the  commission  noted  that  the  notice  and
takedown procedure developed by some engines for several months is based on the provisions of
the U.S. DMCA, mainly because of the nationality of those providers. Again, this current situation
is unsatisfactory, both as a matter of principle and practice. It is not appropriate that a procedure
under U.S. law governs situations where the main connecting factors are situated in French territory.
The law applicable to the activities of search engines has been decided in several court decisions
that have finally declined to apply U.S. law to acts of search. US law should not govern either
notice  and  take  down  procedures  all  the  time.  The  notification  system  provided  by  engines,
avoiding the need for rightholders to have to use legal proceedings, helps to significantly lighten the
procedure but does not offer the same guarantees as adversarial process despite some evolutions
(counter notice,  transparency report).  Remove a site from the list  of search results  may have a
marked effect on the survival of the economic activity of the operator. It is therefore not appropriate
that the latter is not somehow involved in this procedure. If a special and non-judicial notification
procedure were to be implemented within the framework of a possible draft directive discussed in
the  European  Commission,  we  should  consider  the  rights  of  the  person  whose  contents  are
removed / dereferenced / or search results decreased following the notice of a rightholder.
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Trusted partners. The report stresses the importance of the « trusted partners » policy set up by
some search engines, that allows some rightholders to have their removal requests processed faster.
Thus,  collecting  societies  or  professional  unions  can  use this  notification procedure enjoying a
presumption of ownership and wrongfulness of the notified content. Engines notice that in practice,
removal is not or is scarcely challenged by the target sites because of the obvious illegality of their
activities (target sites often provide mass counterfeiting of copyrighted works). In addition, Google
has  recently  developed  a  transparency  policy  about  notification  procedures that  allows  a  soft
regulation  of  practices.  This  trusted  partners  approach could  be  extended to make  the  fight  of
rightholders against counterfeiting easier. Some members of the commission propose entrusting to
an administrative body an active role in the reporting of illegal content.

Stay down. A major challenge lies  in the constant re-posting of  infringing materials  and how to
maintain the latter definitely removed (stay down). In this regard, we must remember that, unlike
hosting providers,  search providers  do not  physically control  the content  of  the webpages they
reference, except when they make available the pages reproduced as cache copies. That is why
search engines can only take part in  the fight against counterfeiting by removing and / or demoting
sites in the list of results. The intended impact is real but it does not make the illegal contents
disappear on the target site, which is still directly accessible. Here lies a first limit of the action of
search  providers  :  they  can  but  marginalise  illegal  materials  by  making  them  less  apparent.
Consequently, they are unable to maintain an effective removal if the pages where the materials are
posted  are  modified,  the  notification  necessarily  pointing  a  specific  URL.  Whatever  the
classification of liability used, search providers do not seem to be required a general obligation to
monitor content and watch the possible re-posting of illegal content. A content removed from the
search engine results can later be found in rankings if posted on another page.

This  situation  must  be  taken  into  account  in  order  to  determine  the  extent  of  the  possible
cooperation of search providers and identify the need to update information about the illegal offer
online and the people in charge to do so. Particular attention needs to be paid to how the notice and
take down procedure should apply over time, while information about illegal content is updated by
rightholders.

2°) Contribution to the cessation of illegal behaviour

The case Google Suggest vs SNEP, studied by the commission, gave an opportunity to consider an
alternative way of involving search providers in the fight against counterfeiting by using an action
for an injunction / prevention. Indeed, article L. 336-2 of the intellectual property code adopted by
the HADOPI law in June 2009 states that « Where there is an infringement of a copyright or related
right caused by the content of  an online public communication service,  the tribunal de grande
instance,  ruling  in  summary  proceedings  where  appropriate,  may  order  at  the  request  of  the
rightholders of works and other subject matter, other persons entitled under them, Royalty Collection
and Distribution Societies referred to in Article L. 321-1 or professional defense bodies referred to in
Article L . 331-1, all measures to prevent or to put an end to the infringement of a copyright or
related right against any person who may help to deal with it ». In that case, the Court of Cassation,
upheld on 12 July 2012 this text as a basis to order a search engine to stop the search of an illegal
content.

The interest of this action lies in its autonomy. It follows from this ruling that the procedure of
Article L. 336-2 of the intellectual property code is a possible way to involve search providers in the
fight against counterfeiting, while preserving freedom of expression, and without any implications
as to their liability regarding illegal content. The Cour de cassation has made it clear that actions
under  this  provision  do not  overlap  with  any possible  primary liability  of  the  provider  for  an
unauthorized act. Such a procedure enables the court to ask the person who can technically reduce
counterfeiting to do so, even if not involved in counterfeiting. However, how the procedure works
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in practice is not so clear. As concerns the burden of proof, there is no legal standard of evident
damage, so that it seems difficult to produce evidence of infringement to be established by any
means.  This  evidence  is  especially  difficult  becauce  an  action  can  be  brought  to  prevent
infringement and not only to stop it.  Some members of the commission have argued that in this
case, the imminent damage would be evident enough, including through sampling, to make an order
possible, whereas others believe that it can not be presumed that an infringement will automatically
occur. Furthermore, it remains difficult to apply the decision. Engines argue that the blacklisting of
some keywords affects the neutrality of their algorithm. Rightholders do not subscribe to this view,
contending that  search engines  can  technically parameter  the  algorithm while  excluding some
words and must therefore comply with the court order. However, some members of the commission
agreed that rightholders should be part of the updating of the black keywords in order to avoid out-
of-date data. This analysis questions the temporal limitation of the order.

3°) Proactive approaches in removing illegal content

Voluntary action of the engines. Search engines have long objected that implementing blacklists
and reducing the visibility of illegal content would undermine the automatic nature of the algorithm
and its « neutrality » each time the settings are changed to fulfil the requirements of rightholders.
But Google announced in August 2012 a significant change in its search policy as its page rank was
updated to target websites receiving a high number of DMCA takedown requests. However, Google
intends to remove pages from search results only when it has received a takedown notice from
rightholders. Such a negotiated solution involves introducing upstream intellectual property issues
to amend the natural results of search engines. The choice to include in its search algorithm data on
the legality of the referenced content is therefore a major paradigm shift away from the traditional
view about neutrality. Yet it remains that search follows considerations of demand more than supply
and that if a search engine does not meet the expectations of users (e.g. by blocking Bittorrent terms
in its results), the latter can still find illegal content elsewhere.

III- Expand opportunities of the search for legal content

The ability of  rightholders  to  grasp the  opportunities  of  content  search  mainly depends on the
development  of  the  visibility  of  legal  offers  on  networks  (1°)).  It  also  depends  on  the
implementation of monetization solutions allowing them to be involved in the value sharing (2°)).

1°) Increase the visibility of legal offers

Voluntary  elective  search  practices.  To  work  on  search  may  imply  a  set  of  good  practices
recognized by all stakeholders. A first way is to use optimization services to increase the rank of
sites in the search engine results. This solution that already exists faces unilateral policies built by
search providers. For example, engines take sometimes retaliatory measures by demoting contents
in  their  search  results.  However,  the  line  between  what  is  authorized  and  prohibited  is
nontransparent and unstable. The constantly updated algorithm of search engines leads to a race to
position contents with no guarantee of success. The implementation of a natural  « smart » search
by creating metadata standards, technically possible but not accepted by market players, should be
fostered.

Another way also aims to highlight legal offers, by  learning from « white lists » practices used, for
example, in youth-oriented contents. This proposal has yet been met by a fierce struggle of search
engines, contending such practices as contrary to completeness and neutrality that are required from
their search tools. It also raises objections to the determination of these lists (who, what  criteria,
who pays, etc). The commission asked however about Google’s choice to demote illegal contents
whereas the company is reluctant to « over-reference » labelled legal sites. Google claims that it is
technically not possible and arises the difficulties of ranking in such a mechanism. Compromise
solutions could be found to distinguish legal from illegal offer while safeguarding the search results,
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by adding specific tabs to the engine to provide a legal offer service in addition to others.

Governments sometimes raise the issue of creating a public digital portal devoted to legal offers,
so as to remedy the refusal of engines to support a policy of making legal content appear higher in
search results. This portal would index available works while pointing towards e-commerce sites.
That would imply that a labelling process is in place uprstream. While interesting, the proposal is
received with scepticism by players,  particularly because of  the  difficulty to  put  it  in  practice.
Assuming that an efficient labelling policy may be enforced, the idea of a public portal does not
solve the problem of prescribers insofar  as the visibility of the portal  still  relies on the search
mechanisms of providers. In addition, the legal offer shall only be highlighted if it meets public
demand ; the quality of the supply must ensure its visibility, not the opposite.

2°) Monetize the search for lawful content and share the value

Enforcement of the exclusive right. This report seeks to remind that the value sharing can be
based on the enforcement of existing exclusive rights. Where an act of search may be qualified as a
right of literary and artistic property (copyright, related rights, sui generis right of databases), it is
natural that an authorization is required from the rightholders. Therefore, de lege lata, if the latter
are  able  to  establish  that  this  act  falls  within  the  scope of  their  rights,  they can  impose  prior
authorization and payment of a fee. The discussions of the commission revealed that the attempts at
negotiation of general representation agreements with collecting societies to allow providers global
access to the repertoire, e.g. to use works as previews or extracts, have been so far unsuccessful,
while agreements are reached between rightholders and content aggregators.

Although some agreements have been signed, especially in the press, their object remains by now
unknown and their existence, according to search engines, does not mean they recognize that their
activity is ruled by literary and artistic property. The reasons which led search providers to conclude
such agreements are mainly political. Thus, the agreement signed with the French press and the
sums allocated under it are not a royalty due for the exploitation by Google of the press archives in
crawl operations, or of extracts used in the Google News service.

Collective management. In this context, and given the massive uses of works, some rightholders1

advocate the establishment of an extended mandatory collective management, as is already the case
for reprographic copying, that would apply to uses necessary for the search, especially when the
work is used as a pointer. In this way, search providers could operate without fearing infringement
actions in exchange for a fair compensation to the identified collecting societies. Such a solution
would require a legislative action authorizing a collecting society to issue licenses on behalf of all
authors from a creative field and receive a remuneration set for these exploitations. The commission
did not take a position on the idea of an extended collective management including non-members,
because this kind of collective management is limited in France and brings the question of how free
is a rightholder to choose to exercise his prerogatives.

The creation of a related right. Some countries did something different and chose to provide a
new related right. A proposition was made in France but was excluded from political options. The
recent  German  law  aims  to  make  the  search  providers  comply  with  a  new exclusive  right  of
newspaper publishers for « press products ». However, this law does not cover « single words or
smallest  excerpts of  text »,  which for the moment leaves  commentators perplex because of the
problem of determining the ratio of law enforcement. Besides, the German law is not accurate about

1 This is the position of the SAIF, whose suggestion is more specifically that the royalty received by collecting societies
should be based on the turnover of the image search engines, set by agreement or, failing that, by an administrative
commission (on the model of private copying, for example) and distributed in particular according to the number of
images, requests made by users and results provided by the search services, and where appropriate on the basis of
surveys and statistics. 
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the value sharing between engines and publishers but also with authors. In accordance with the rules
established at international level, the creation of a related right must not be done to the detriment of
of the rights of authors. Therefore, if France were to take a new legislation, it should strike a proper
balance in the value sharing betwwen all rightholders.

The  unjust  enrichment.  Other  suggestions  were  made  to  base  a  legislative  intervention  by
fostering value sharing between search providers and rightholders. One of them is based on the
concept of unjust enrichment that would justify a balance shifting in favour of certain beneficiaries
whose definition has not been clearly reached. But this proposal, which raises reservations, has not
been discussed enough in the commission to reach a common position.

Exceptions.  Another  direction  would  be  to  establish  gradations  between  exceptions  and  the
exclusive right. This report highlighted that several exceptions were likely to cover some search
acts (temporary copy, quote, etc.). However, the scopes of application are not always clear. Thus, it
could be posible to forge a new logic for exceptions based on the  criteria of the three-step test.
Some search acts fall within a free exception. Others could be subject to a remuneration due to the
amount of work that is copied,  while remaining within the scope of the exception (legal license),
and  when  an  entire  work  is  used,  the  exclusive  right  applies  in  connection  with  a  contract
negotiation. This is how the exception for teaching and research works in France and more precisely
in Australia. This kind of solution would require a reassessment of certain exceptions to clarify their
scope and the procedures for exercising them, or even the creation of new specific exceptions.
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